Well Being

™

Reverses Fear, Increases Confidence and Raises Awareness

for healing the body naturally!
Well Being™ is a product that was developed as a complementary therapy program that is accepted by Doctors
and Practitioners as an aid to support and restore the body’s energetic function for a higher consciousness.

Living in the 21st century exposes us to man-made radiation and
synthetic toxins that have invisibly worn down our energetic
resistance to pathogens and disease. We are unable to keep
ourselves strong and protected under such bombardment.
This manifests as fear and weakness and we find ourselves
focused on a never ending cycle of survival and easing pain in a
perpetual daily routine. Since we are made up of electromagnetic
components, we are affected by and susceptible to the ever
changing stresses of the environment.

We have brought together the frequencies of nature in a patch form to assist our body/mind
“field” to have energetic support for these chaotic conditions and times, allowing our natural
defenses to be stimulated, and by adding frequencies to balance and stabilize the pineal gland,
it is a consciousness balancer that can provide the easing of the modern condition enough to
allow the freedom to explore a higher state of consciousness.

Benefits:




Allows fear to subside into the background as our innate intelligence steps into the
forefront.
Assumes natural command for the manifestation of more empowered confidence in
thought, speech and action.
Greater mental clarity and focused thought will assist anyone with better decisions in
their daily life and concerning the greater community they exist in.

The “Well Being” patch is made of a Vinyl substrate material with
22.8% alloy elements that holds sub-harmonic frequencies.
Through our patented AFG infusion process these strings of
frequencies are programmed into a wearable, therapeutic, hypo
allergenic and waterproof patch. It is designed to provide the
body/mind “bio-field” with information that is transferred through
sympathetic resonance, like a mobile bio software program that
blends with your body’s energy, making it a non-transdermal
patch.

Website: www.biotechenergypatch.com

